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To overcome the first two limitations, agents perform sensing to
gather information about the environment and inform their decision making. However, sensing can also require limited resources, and thus sensing performance can also be affected by the
agent’s bounded rationality. In this paper, we consider the impact
on agent sensing of one category of resources used during sensing: stateful resources. We introduce a novel side-effect from the
use of this type of resource called the Observer Effect and describe our methodology for choosing sensing activities to overcome its negative consequences.

ABSTRACT
In the application of multi-agent systems to real-world problems,
agents often suffer from bounded rationality where agent reasoning is limited by 1) a lack of knowledge about choices, and 2) a
lack of resources required for reasoning. To overcome the former,
the agent uses sensing to refine its knowledge. However, sensing
can also require limited resources, leading to inaccurate environment modeling and poor decision making. In this paper, we consider a novel and difficult class of this problem where agents must
use stateful resources during sensing, which we define as resources whose state-dependent behavior changes over time based
on usage. Specifically, such sensing changes the state of a resource, and thus its behavior, producing a phenomenon where the
sensing activity can and will distort its own outcome. We term
this the Observer Effect after the similar phenomenon in the physical sciences. Given this effect, the agent faces a strategic tradeoff
between satisfying the need for 1) knowledge refinement, and 2)
avoiding corruption of knowledge due to distorted sensing outcomes. To address this tradeoff, we use active perception to select sensing activities and model activity selection as a Markov
decision process (MDP) solved through reinforcement learning
where an agent optimizes knowledge refinement while considering the state of the resource used during sensing.

2. OBSERVER EFFECT
One important property of resources used during sensing is
whether the resource is stateless or stateful. Specifically, these
two types differ in the importance of resource usage history on its
behavior. On the one hand, the behavior of stateless resources
does not depend on the past history of their usage. For example,
computational resources such as CPU cycles always process the
same amount of sensed data in the same way. Stateful resources,
on the other hand, behave differently depending on their past
usage. For example, in a user preference elicitation scenario, a
human user’s patience is used up through repeated interruptions,
leading to increased frustration which affects the user’s cognitive
workload and feelings towards the system [5]. Likewise, as an
agent depletes network bandwidth, the network becomes more
congested and its behavior more variable [2].
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This notion of resource state is important in agent sensing because
sensing actions change the underlying state of a resource, and
thus, its behavior. If the outcome of the sensing activity relies on
the behavior of the resource used during sensing, a phenomenon
occurs where the act of making an observation distorts the observation itself. We term this phenomenon the Observer Effect
(OE) after a similar phenomenon in the physical sciences. For
example, in the aforementioned networking scenario, sending
additional traffic to measure the network’s performance reduces
bandwidth which increases congestion and latency [2]. As a result, observations produced do not reflect the state of the network
when sensing is not performed, thus reducing the accuracy of
information gathered by sensing. Furthermore, in our user preference elicitation example, prompting the user with questions is an
interruption which affects the user’s feelings towards the system
[5] which can lead to less willingness to provide responses, thus
reducing the quantity of information gathered by sensing.
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1. INTRODUCTION
One common problem in real-world applications of multiagent
systems is bounded rationality. Grounded in the economics (e.g.,
[1,7]) and cognitive psychology (e.g., [3]) literature, this problem
addresses limitations on agent reasoning. In contrast to perfect
rationality, bounded rationality assumes agents generally lack at
least one of: 1) perfect knowledge of available choices, 2) perfect
knowledge of preferences over choices/outcomes, and 3) unlimited ability and resources to calculate the optimal choice.
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Therefore, the Observer Effect is an important problem during
stateful resource-based sensing because it creates a tradeoff we
call the Observer Effect Tradeoff between satisfying the need
for 1) providing knowledge refinement to better guide its reason-

ing, and 2) avoiding knowledge corruption due to distorted sensing outcomes. Thus, the Observer Effect places stress on an
agent’s sensing activity selection for gathering information used
to refine the agent’s knowledge to properly achieve its goals.

is a state-dependent sensing performance profile mapping
sensing activities (resource usage) into sensing performance
(knowledge refinement). However, such a performance profile is
not restricted to be monotonic; thus it can model the Observer
Effect, matching the solution requirement set forth in Section 2.

Comparing resource usage during sensing and computation, we
note that the state-dependent behavior of resources changed with
their use during sensing results in nonmonotonic performance of
sensing with respect to resource use due to the Observer Effect.
In other words, while additional sensing activities which require
more resource usage might lead to better knowledge refinement in
some situations, this might not occur after an undesired resource
state change. Thus, traditional metareasoning solutions to limited
resource problems in bounded rationality such as anytime algorithms which require monotonicity [11] cannot be applied when
making decisions about stateful resource use during sensing (although they have been used for stateless computational resources
[10] which satisfy monotonicity). Instead, we require a solution
that can handle non-monotonicity, such as the Markov decision
process (MDP)-based approaches to metareasoning (e.g., [6]).

4. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have introduced the Observer Effect arising
from agent sensing using stateful resources, a novel challenge
within bounded rationality. This phenomenon creates a tradeoff
between 1) satisfying the need for knowledge refinement, and 2)
satisfying the need to avoid knowledge corruption from distorted
sensing outcomes intended for knowledge refinement. We model
the problem of choosing sensing activities to balance this tradeoff
in an active perception setting with the Observer Effect MDP and
use RL to learn a controller for choosing sensing activities.
Based on this work, we have identified several important avenues
for future work. First, we are currently conducting experiments to
explore the OE and evaluate our methodology. Second, we intend
to extend our approach to partially observable environments by
modeling the decision process instead as a POMDP [4].

3. METHODOLOGY
Specifically, we utilize a domain-independent active perception
approach to sensing [9]. From this perspective, agents actively
guide sensing in order to select what information to gather, as well
as how to gather and process such information, rather than passively react to whatever information the agent’s sensors perceive
during its task-oriented actions. To choose actions, we assume
that the behavior of stateful resources is stochastic, a common
assumption about the environment in multiagent systems. We
also assume that the behavior of the resource depends only on its
current state. Thus, we model sensing activity selection as an
MDP (e.g., [4]) which we term the Observer Effect MDP.
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